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Abstract

1

Many distributed
protocols arising in applications in online load balancing and dynamic resource allocation can
be modeled by dynamic allocation processes related to the
“balls into bin” problems. Traditionally
the main focus of
the research on dynamic allocation processes is on verifying
whether a given process is stable, and if so, on analyzing
its behavior in the limit (i.e., after sufficiently many steps).
Once we know that the process is stable and we know its behavior in the limit, it is natural to analyze its recovery time,
which is the time needed by the process to recover from any
arbitrarily bad situation and to arrive very closely to a stable (i.e., a typical) state. This investigation is important to
provide assurance that even if at some stage the process has
reached a highly undesirable state, we can predict with high
confidence its behavior after the estimated recovery time.
In this paper we present a genera/ framework to study the

Many distributed scheduling protocols arising in applications in on-line load balancing and dynamic resource allocation can be modeled by stochastic processes describing the
behavior of the system. In this paper we consider various
such stochastic processes that are related to randomized allocating of balls into bins (cf. [l, 5, 6, 11, 15, 16, 21, 22, 241).
Consider the classical problems of estimating the maximum load in processes sequentially allocating m balls into n
bins, m 2 n. If each ball is placed into a bin chosen i. u.r. (independently
and uniformly at random), then it is well-known
that the maximum load in any bin is O(n, i:zlnn,
+ z)
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Azar et al. [5] proposed a modificaiion
of this
scheme, that we call ABKU[d],
in which each ball is placed
sequentially into the least full of d randomly chosen bins.
They showed that for d 1 2, the maximum load drops down
to h$$(l
+ o(l)) + O(z) w.h.p.
In many applications, however, one rather is interested
in dynamic versions of allocation processes. We start with
m balls that are arbitrarily
allocated into n bins, and then
repeatedly either remove some ball or allocate a new ball.
Azar et al. [5] analyzed a dynamic version of ABKU[d],
that
we call Id-ABKU[d], in which we repeatedly remove a random bin and then allocate a new bin according to the origUsing complicated arguments,
inal static rule of ABKU[d].
they showed that for n = m, d 2 2, and independently
of
the input configuration of the balls, after O(n3) steps the
maximum load of the bins will be h&n + 0(l) w.h.p.
Recently Mitzenmacher [18, 221 presented a general framework to study the behavior of related processes, in both,
static and dynamic scenarios. His approach was to first analyze infinite and continuous systems using differential equations. Then he related the behavior of these systems to finite
discrete-time systems using Kurtz’s work on density dependent jump Markov processes (see [18, 19, 20, 21, 221 for more
details).
Using this framework, Mitzenmacher [18, 21, 221 derived
bounds for the maximum load of ABKU[d]
and (in the limit
of) Id-ABKU[d], as well as for many other related processes.
For example, he also analyzed (see Section 4.4.3 in [22]) the
dynamic version of the process of Azar et al. [5], that we
call In-ABKU[d], in which we repeatedly remove a ball from
a randomly chosen nonempty bin and then allocate a new

processes.

We model allocation processes by suitably chosen ergodic
Markov chains. For a given Markov chain we apply path
coupling arguments to bound its convergence rates to the
stationary distribution, which directly yields the estimation
of the recovery time of the corresponding allocation process.
Our coupling approach provides in a relatively simple way
an accurate prediction of the recovery time. In particular,
we show that our method can be applied to significantly improve estimations of the recovery time for various allocation
processes related to allocations of balls into bins, and for the
edge orientation problem studied before by Ajtai et al.
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the paper term w.h.p., which is the abbreviation
of
is used to denote that a given event holds with
1 - U(n-‘),
where n is a parameter
measuring
the input

probability,

ball using the static scheduling rule ABKU[d]. The approach
of Mitzenmacher can be also used to derive bounds for the
expected fairness in the edge orientation problem studied by
Ajtai et al. [2].
Even if the technique of Mitzenmacher is very general
and powerful, and provides (in a relatively simple way) tight
bounds for the maximum load in the limit of many dynamic
allocation processes, it tells nothing about the convergence
rates to the predicted maximum load. For example, using Mitzenmacher’s
method one can show that both, IdABKU[d] and Ia-ABKU[d], after sufficiently many steps will
achieve maximum load w
(1 + o(l)) w.h.p. But this technique does not tell anything about the number of steps required to obtain the desired maximum load. How fast can
we predict the behavior of the system after the crash, when
it reaches an undesirable state? How long does it take until
the system recovers?
In this paper we consider dynamic ergodic stochastic
processes on balls and bins in which, independently of the
state at time ra and for sufficiently large t, the process
reaches a typical (predicted) maximum load (or other critical measure of the system) at time TO+ t w.h.p. Our aim
is to estimate how small the number t can be taken, so that
the desired maximum load (or other critical measure of the
system) is achieved w.h.p. Thus, even if the system reaches
an undesirable state (crashes), we want to bound the number of steps required by the system to recover and convert
to a typical state.
The main aim of this paper is to provide a general technique to study the recovery times, i.e., the convergence rates
to the predicted maximum load or other critical measure of
the system. We demonstrate how the path coupling technique, a recent refinement of the classical coupling method
due to Bubbley and Dyer [7], can be very efficiently used
to estimate the recovery times. Already in [ll] we applied
a similar method to show that independently of the initial
distribution of n balls in n bins, after Q(n In n) steps of IdABKU[d] the maximum load in any bin will be w
+ c?(l)
w.h.p. In this paper we simplify and significantly extend our
analysis from [II]. We demonstrate our method on three
classes of dynamic allocation processes.
We first analyze process Id-ABKU[d] of Azar et al. [5]
and the dynamic version of the adaptive protocols investigated by Czumaj and Stemann [ll], which are extensions of
Id-ABKU[d].
We provide tight estimations of the recovery
times of these processes. Our analysis extends and simplifies
the analysis presented in [ll] (in that paper a more complicated analysis of Id-ABKU[d]
that uses classical coupling
arguments (cf. [3]) has been presented). Further we study
the dynamic process Ia-ABKU[d] of Azar et al. [5] and its
extension to adaptive processes. Although one may expect
that the analysis of these processes should be very similar
to that of Id-ABKU[d],
we find these two scenarios of removing a ball very different. In particular, the processes in
which in each step a ball removed is chosen at random (as in
Id-ABKU[d])
seem to be much simpler to analyze than the
processes in which we are removing balls by picking them
from nonempty bins chosen at random (as in Ie-ABKU[d]).
Then, we apply our technique to estimate the recovery time
of the edge orientation problem of Ajtai et al. [Z], and obtain
an almost optimal bound.
We also will briefly discuss possible extensions of our
technique to open processes, in which the number of balls
may vary during the run of the process, and to dynamic

allocation processes in which relocation of resources (balls)
is allowed (in a limited way) in each step.
All the previously known bounds for the recovery time of
the aforementioned dynamic processes (except the analysis
of Ia-ABKU[d] in [ll]) were missing the optimal bounds by
superlinear terms. Our approach seems to be arguably simpler than those presented in the previous papers and also
provide much tighter rates. For example, the recovery time
for the edge orientation problem given in [2] was at least
O(n5); we improve it to (3(n2 ln2n) and notice that it is
O(n”).

Our approach is to analyze dynamic allocation processes
by considering them as suitable ergodic Markov chains. We
define the state space in a way that allows us to follow the
behavior of the Markov chain. Given that, our aim is to
analyze the convergence rate of the Markov chain to its stationary distribution.
Since this convergence is independent
of the initial state, it directly yields the estimation for the
recovery time of the underlying process.
The main technical tool we use in the analysis of Markov
chains is the method of coupling and its recent refinement
path coupling. The coupling arguments were widely used in
applied probability (see, e g., [17]) and have already proved
to be useful in theoretical computer science. Bubbley and
Dyer [7] presented very recently a new, simple approach to
the coupling method, called path coupling, that allowed them
to extend applicability
of coupling to many new problems
(cf. [7, 8, 9, lo]). In this paper we show how to apply
this technique to estimate the recovery times of dynamic
allocation processes. As far as we know, we are the first
who use coupling in this context.
We emphasize here that our technique cannot be used to
estimate the maximum load (or other similar parameters)
in the stationary distribution.
Therefore, we believe that
our technique is especially powerfully when applied together
with the method of Mitzenmacher.
His framework would
be used to estimate the maximum load in any bin and our
approach would be used to bound the recovery time and the
number of steps required to achieve the desired maximum
load with high probability.
1.1

Applications

The main motivation of our study was to analyze dynamic
on-line randomized allocation schemes that arise from applications in on-line load balancing and dynamic resource
allocation problems. We present here briefly two possible
scenarios underlying our protocols.
Dynamic
Resource Allocation
Consider a non-centralized
parallel dynamic system in which n jobs are assigned to
identical and non-distinguishable
n servers (or files stored
in disks, etc.). In each time step one job is finishing and
is removed from the system, and then one new job is to
be assigned on-line. We consider two possible scenarios of
removing the jobs - either one server, chosen i.u.r., has finished one job, or one job, chosen i.u.r., terminates z. In order
to assign a new job in the system one possible strategy is to
sample the load of d > 2 servers (chosen i.u.r.) in the system
and then submitting the job to the least loaded server. The

‘We believe that in applications
the first scenario seems to be more
related
applications (e.g. in hashing)
be applied.
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to Dynamic Resource Allocation
appropriated, but there are some
where

the latter

scenario

could

result of Azar et al. [5] (see also [22]) implies that after sufficiently many steps the maximum load of the servers in each
of these scenarios is w
+0(l)
w.h.p. Our results provide
more inside into these problems. We can show that, independently of the initial assignment of the jobs to the servers,
we can recover from arbitrarily
bad distribution of the jobs
and obtain the maximum load of the servers w
+ (3(l)
w.h.p. already after 0(n2 Inn) steps in the first scenario,
and after (3(n In n) steps in the second scenario. The first
bound is optimal up to a logarithmic factor and the second
one is tight,.

ADAP(X):
Let M = 1.
repeat
Choose a bin bM i.u.r. from [n].
Let b be the bin of the minimum load among
{bl,
, bM} and let 1 be the load of 1.
x ~1 5 n/r, J&T place the ball into bin b,.

Consider a distributed computer network
with a centralized controller and client workstations issuing
jobs. Each time a new job arrives some subset of servers is
available (these might be either idle servers or servers that
can execute given job). A scheduling protocol is seek for determining on which available server the job is to be executed.
The main issue of our concern is to develop protocols that
behaves fair for all the servers to encourage their continued
work. Fagin and William [13] provided a natural definition
of fairness (they consider this problem under the name the
“carpool problem”). Ajtai et al. [2] showed that many problems in fairness of scheduling can be reduced (at the price of
doubling the expected fairness) to the edge orientation prob/em. Therefore, by reduction of Ajtai et al., our analysis of
the recovery time of the expected fairness in the edge orientation problem can be applied to the analysis of the fair
allocation problem when the subset of servers available for
each job has independent and uniform distribution (we refer
to [2] and [13] for more details). In such a model, even if the
system reaches an undesirable (or atypical) state, it recovers
after U(n2 ln’ n) next steps and arrives into a typical state
w.11.p.

Random

allocation

Edge Orientation

i.u.r.

among

l

Place a new ball using given scheduling

Scenario
B
Let m balls be arbitrarily
Repeat the following steps:

Let G be a directed edge-less multigraph
vertices. Repeat the following step:

the balls in the

l

rule.

placed in n bins.

l

Remove

l

Place a new ball using given scheduling

one ball from a non-empty

Problem

The following problem was investigated by Ajtai et al. [2].
Let, G be a directed edge-less multigraph on a set of n
vertices. New edges (defined initially as undirected pairs of
distinct vertices) arrive one by one, and each edge is added
to the multigraph by orienting upon its arrival. The goal
is to design a strategy of orienting the edges so that in
every vertex at every moment of time the difference between
the indegree and outdegree is as small as possible. This is
measured by the unfairness at any time, defined to be the
maximum over vertices, of the (absolute value of the) difference between indegree and outdegree. We are studying the
model in which the edges are arriving with uniform distribution, i.e., in each step an independently
and uniformly chosen undirected edge is arriving. For this model we analyze
the so-called greedy protocol that can be defined formally as
follows:

placed in n bins.

Remove a ball chosen
system.

the ball is placed.

Using the definitions above we can define the dynamic
versions of static processes of Azar et al., and of Czumaj
and Stemann. If we apply the scheduling rule ABKU[d] (or
ADAP(X)) to scenario A, then the obtained protocol will be
called Ia-ABKU[d]
(or Id-ADAP(x),
respectively); if we apply
the scheduling rule ABKU[d]
(or ADAP(X)) to scenario B,
then the obtained protocol will be called In-ABKU[d]
(or
&ADAP(x),
respectively).

In this section we present the main ideas behind our approach. We first describe formally processes we analyze and
then provide main ingredients of our analysis.
The first two general classes of allocat,ion processes are
defined as follows:

l

bins

e&M=M+l.
m

processes

Scenario
A
Let m. balls be arbitrarily
Repeat the following steps:

and place the ball

Czumaj and Stemann [ll] considered the following extension
of ABKU[d], which we call ADAP(X). Let x = (Q, xi,. . . ) be
any nondecreasing sequence of positive integers.

Fair Allocations

2

Pick d bins i.u.r. (with replacements)
into the least full of the chosen bins.

l

on a set of

n

Pick two distinct vertices i.u.r. and add to G an edge between these two vertices that is oriented from the vertex
with the smaller difference
between the outdegree and
indegree to the one with the larger difference.

Azar et al. [2] (see also Section 4.4.6. in [22]) proved that
the greedy protocol behaves very well in this model, and independently of the current situation, after sufficiently many
steps it achieves the expected unfairness of @(log log n).

bin chosen i.u.r.
rule.

These two classes of dynamic allocation processes clepend
on the scheduling rules allocating new balls. The main motivation of our investigations was to study dynamic versions
of random allocation processes analyzed by Azar et al. [5]
and by Czumaj and Stemann [II].
Azar et al. [5] analyzed allocation processes governed
by the following static scheduling rule, which we denote by
ABKU[d].
Let d E W, d > 1.

2.1

General

approach

In this paper we shall study the recovery times of the aforementioned processes. By recovery time we mean the number
of steps required (w.h.p.) by the process to move from an
arbitrary state to a typical state. We describe each of the
processes above by a suitably defined ergodic Markov chain
(see Section 3.3). For such a Markov chain the recovery time
is exactly the mixing time of the chain. Our main contribution is the use of path coupling, which is a recent refinement

ABKU[d]:
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of the classical coupling arguments (see [3] and Section 3),
to provide in a simple way accurate bounds for the mixing
times of the aforementioned random allocation processes.
In the path coupling technique the main aim is to consider two copies of the Markov chain at hand and ‘Lcouple”
them so that the copies will be the same after as few steps
as possible. Then the Path Coupling Lemma (see Section 3)
can be used to provide a bound for the mixing time of the
Markov chain.

for all 0 5 i < T, and Cr,’
pose also that there exists a
that for some positive real
p. A(Xt,Yt)
for all (X,,Yt)

3

We emphasize here that the main power of the use of
path coupling is that we need define the coupling on/y for
pairs (Xt,Yt) E r.

Technical

(1) If p < 1, then

1 1
+

preliminaries

- C(Y)11 = s;p IPr[X

E A] - Pr[Y

3.1

= min{T

E N : Vt 2 Tyca$ IIC(MtlMo

v@ei=v+ej
3.2

= z) - T/I 5 E}

=

C(MtlC(Mo)

=

=

C(M;\C(M;)

= L(Yo))

C(XO))

Probability
functions

distributions

and

: wt = w;}, and

vGeei=v-ee,
and

right-oriented

In this paper we shall use three special probability
utions.

random

distrib-

Definition
3.2 For any m E N and any nonnegative integer
n-vector v E fi2,, we let d(v) be the probability distribution
on [n] such that Pr[d(v)
= i] = 2 for every i E [n].

Definition
3.1 Let m be a discrete-time Markov chain with
a finite state space X. A coupling (Xt,Yt)tC~
for 332 is a
discrete-time Markov chain on X x X such that each of
(Yt)tcn, considered independently, is a faithful copy
(Xth,
of 371,i.e.,

L(Yt)

load vectors

Fact 3.2 Let v E R, i E [n], j = min{t
s = max{t : wt = wi}. Then

E A]1

The main technical tool we shall use in the paper is the
coupling technique (cf. [3, 12, 171).

C(Xt)

Normalized

[ln&-ll.

Fix n. For an integer vector v = (VI,.
,u,), let nv be a
permutation of n elements such that w,~(~) 2 v,~(~) >
2
wm”(n). If 01 2 wz > ... 2 wn (i.e. 7rv may be chosen to be
the identity permutation) then we say v is normalized. The
operation of applying 7~” to v so that the resulted vector v*
is normalized is called normalization
of v. We shall also call
v* the normalized vector of v.
We denote by R, the set of all non-negative
normalized
n-vectors v satisfying llvlll = m and we let s2 = UrnEN R,.
Let e, be the n-vector ei = (ei,l,e%,z,. . , ei,,) such that
,0) E Ro. For every i E [n],
ei,j
= &,,, and let 0 = (0,.
we write v $ ei to denote the normalized vector of v + ei.
Similarly, v 8 e, denotes the normalized vector of v - ei.
We shall frequently use the following simple fact.

The standard measure of the convergence of an ergodic
Markov chain 9Jl to its stationary distribution is the mixing
time of 337, denoted by rm(&), which is defined as
TV

7m(&) 5 p$$ql.

(2) If p 5 1 and Pr[A(Xt+l,Yt+l)
# l] 2 a for all
(X,,Yt)
E r and for some ac > 0, then TV
5

Let N = (0, 1,
} and let [k] denote the set (1,
, Ic}.
For any random variable X its probability
distribution
is
denoted by C(X). For any real n-vector v = (VI).
, v,)
we use standard notation llvlll = zb,
1~1.
Let 9Jl = (JU~)~~N be a discrete-time Markov chain with
a finite state space X. It is well known (see, e.g., [23])
that if !?Jl is ergodic (i.e., irreducible and aperiodic) then
it has a unique stationary distribution
n, i.e., for all x E X:
n(x) = limt-+m Pr[Mt
= z\Mo = y] independently of y E
X. One important issue we shall study in this paper is
the rate of convergence of ergodic Markov chains, i.e., how
many steps one has to run M so that the distance between
7r and Pr[Mt
=
/MO = y] will be very small (see, e.g.,
[12, 14, 231).
A standard measure of the separation between two probability distributions
is the variation distance. For any two
random variables X and Y defined jointly on the same space,
the variation distance between C(X) and C(Y) is defined as
/IL(X)

A(.%, Z;+I) = A(X, Y). Supcoupling (X,, Yt)te~ for 9Jl such
p we have EIA(Xt+l,
Yt+,)] 5
E l?.

Definition
3.3 For any n-vector v E R with s = max{i
wi > 0}, we let a(v) be the probability distribution
on
such that Pr[B(v) = i] = f for every i E [s].

and

:
[n]

Throughout the paper we let ‘D denote a random function
from 52 to [n]. Informally, one may think on 2, as on the
set of probability distributions with domain [n] defined for
every v E 9. Formally, we define V as follows. Let RS be an
arbitrary set and let IRS be a random function that returns
rs E ‘RS according to some distribution.
Let D : 0 x RS -+
[n] be a deterministic function.
Then we define V(w) =
B(w, RS). Observe that randomness of V depends only on
RS. From now on, when discussing about a random function
2) we shall implicitly mean the quadruple (RS, RS, V, V) as
above.

Path Coupling
We shall use a recent refinement of the coupling method due to Bubley and Dyer [7] (cf. also [8, 91).
The main difficulty in applying coupling lies in analyzing
processes (Xt,Yt)tE~
on the whole product space X x X.
The path coupling method allows to consider a coupling only
for a subset of X x X.
Lemma 3.1 (Path Coupling
Lemma [7])
Let A be an integer valued metric defined on X x X which takes values
in (0,.
, D}. Let l? be any subset of {(X, Y) E X x X}.
Suppose that for every (X,Y) E X x X there exists a sequence X = &,Zl,.
,Z,-l,Z,
= Y, where (Z,,Zi+l)
Er

Definition
3.4 We say a random function 2) = (RS, lRS,g, V)
from R to [n] is right-oriented
if there exists a permutation
C& : RS -+ RS such that for every rs E RS, m E N, i E [n],
v, u E R,:
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if
if

B(v,rs)
D(v,

= i < ??(u,@~(rs))
rs) > i = B(u, O,(rs))

then uz > ui,
then vi < ‘11%.

The following lemma is key for our applications
oriented functions.

Now we place a new ball to the system according to the
rule. This corresponds to increasing some value
wj by one in the following way. Let ‘RS be the set of all
sequences (bl, bz,
) with bi E [n] and let lRS be a random
function that returns an element of RS i.u.r. For a given
sequence b = (bl, bz, .) E ‘RS, let p(b)i = max{bj : 1 <
j 5 i}. Let V be a random function from R to [n] such that
ADAP(X)

of right-

Lemma 3.3 Let V = (RS, RS, 5, V) be a right-oriented random function from R to [n] and let @n be the permutation from Definition 3.4. Let v, u E R,.
Let rs be the
value returned by RS. If we set v0 = v @ es(v*,rsj and
0
u - u@e~(~~,~~(~~))~ then IIv - ulll 2 llv’ - u’lll.

V(v) = ??(v, b) = p(b)j

E N : x,+)~

5 t}.
(1)

Now, choose a number j = V(v), increase wJ by one, and
normalize the resulting vector.
It is easy to see that this procedure mimics the behavior
of IA-ADAP(X).
In a similar way we can define protocol IgADAP(X); the only difference is the use of the probability
distribution B(.) rather than A(.).
In this paper we focus our attention on dynamic processes
following scenarios A or B, in which each new ball added
to the system is allocated using a right-oriented
random
function.
To show that our analysis can be also applied
to Id-ABKU[d],
Id-ADAP(x),
In-ABKU[d],
and IB-ADAP(X),
we prove now the following lemma.

Fix rs E KS, the value returned by RS. Let X =
min{j : wt = wS(~,~~)} and 6 = min{j : it = I~~~~,~~~,.~~~}.
Then v” = v + ex, u” = u + es, and w0 = w + ex - e6.
Therefore A(w”) > A(w) would imply that WA > 0 > 1~6.
We show that this cannot be the case unless X = 6 (in which
casew”=w).
We consider five cases.
Proof

with j = min{t

:

If X = 6 then clearly w0 = w, and hence A(w”) =
A(w).
If D(v, rs) = D(u, %(rs)) and X < 6 then WA= wg and
ux > u,~, and_hence WA < w,s.
If p(v, rs) = V(u, @Pp(rs)) and X > 6 then WA< VJ and
UAE UJ, and hence WA < 1~6.
If v(v,rs)
< Wu, h(rs))
then ew(v,rs) < UE~,,,~)
because 2) is right-oriented.
Thus WA = ZIB(~,~~) <
~5~~ Tsj 2 IQ, and hence WA < 0.

Lemma

3.4 If V is defined as in formula (l), then 2) is right-

oriented.

Proof :
We show that V is right-oriented
with @p being the identity permutation.
Let i E [n], m E N, v,u E
&.
Suppose that D(v, b) = i < z)(u, b) for some b =
IfB(v,rs)
> Ds(u, aa,(
aen WD(~,~~(~~)) > US(~,~~(~~)) (bl, bz,.
) E RS. Then let B(v, b) = p(b)t = bi < b, =
because V is right-oriented.
Thus WA2 %(U,qD(rsjj >
D(u, b), where t = min{l E N : G+(,,), < 1). Since V(u, b) #
UD(~,*~(~~)) = ~6, and hence 0 < WJ.
bj and j < s (otherwise it would be p(b)t = b,), we get that
xvb. < t < xUb,. Since the sequence x0,x1,.
is nondeThus in any case X = 6, or WA < WA, or WA < 0, or 0 < 1~6.
creking! this &plies that Wb, < ubjr what completes the
0
proof that 2, is right-oriented.
3.3

Underlying

Markov

Let us notice here that since ABKU[d] is a special case of
Lemma 3.4 implies that the function 2, used in the
definition of each of Id-ABKU[d],
Id-ADAP(x),
Ia-ABKU[d],
and Iu-ADAP(X)
is right-oriented.
Therefore, every claim
about the processes in scenario A (or B, respectively) that
holds for any right-oriented probability
distribution
for inserting new balls, can be directly applied to Id-ABKU[d] and
Id-ADAp(x)
(IB-ABKU[d]
and IB-ADAP(X), respectively).

chains

ADAP(X),

Consider a dynamic allocation process in which a “phase”
consists of removing a ball according to some (usually randomized) protocol and then allocating a new ball according
to a given (usually randomized) scheduling rule. Suppose
that initially m balls are allocated (arbitrarily)
in n bins.
We rnodel the state of the system by normalized n-vectors
v E Cl,,.

We say WC are at state

v if there

exists

a per-

mutation n such that wi represents the current load of bin
n(i). Vector v will be called the load vector. Note that a
load vector contains all relevant information about the state
of the algorithm: when we are analyzing the values vi, the
ordering of bins is insignificant.
A dynamic random allocation process will we modeled by
the underlying Markov chain 3171having state space 0, of
load vectors. The transitions probabilities of 9Jl are dependent on the scheduling rule used by the allocation process.
Consider for example scenario A for Ia-ADAP(X)
and let
v be the corresponding load vector. Observe that since v is
normalized, we have ‘~1 > ‘~2 2
2 wn.
We first remove from the system a ball chosen i.u.r. This
corresponds to decreasing some vi by one. We can do this as
follows: Choose a number i E [n] independently at random
according to the probability
distribution
d(v), i.e., such
that Pr[i = j] = 3 for every j E [n]. Then decrease w;
by one and normalire the resulting vector.

4

Recovery

times

of processes

in scenario

A

In this section we present a tight estimation of the recovery
time of allocation processes in scenario A that uses rightoriented functions to allocate new balls. Our analysis in this
section uses the path coupling technique and it significantly
simplifies and extends the arguments used in [ll] to bound
the mixing time of Id-ABKU[d].
Throughout this section we assume that 2, = (RS, E, 5, V)
is right-oriented.
Consider a Markov chain 9JI with state
space 0, an d transitions v H v0 defined by the following
randomized procedure, which we call Id:
. Choose i E [n] at random according to d(v).
l
Setv*
=v@ei.
l
Let rs be the value returned by lE%.
0 Setv’=v*@ezJ(“*,rr)’
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We apply the Path Coupling Lemma to bound the mixing
time (and thus the recovery time) of 9X. Let v, u E fi2,. We
define the distance between v,u, denoted by A(v, u), as
A(v,u) = f]]v - u]]i = Cr=i max{u, - ui, O}. Notice that
for every v, u E R,. We define also
A(v, u) < m - [m/n1
set P = {(v, u) E R, x R, : A(v, u) = 1).
Now we define a coupling (v, u) ++ (v”, u’) for all v and
u with A(v, u) = 1. Let v, u E Q, such that A(v, u) = 1.
Then v = u + ex - eg for some X # 6. We assume without
loss of generality that X < 6.
Coupling

for v, u E &

and set

Below we present a simple proof of an C3(nm2 Ins-‘)
bound for the mixing time of M.
We apply the Path Coupling Lemma to bound the mixing
time of %Q For any v, u E R,, let us define the distance
between v and u, denoted by A(v, u), as A(v, u) = f [Iv u]]i = Cy=“=,max{w; - u;,O}. Notice that A(v,u)
5 m [m/n] for every v,u E 0,. Let us also define the set P =

u* = u* @ eB(“*,,p(r*)).
of the coupling

{(v, u) E 02, x i-22, : A(v,

It is easy to see that the transitions in the coupling described above are performed according to 9X, and hence
(v,u) I-+ (v”,uO) is properly defined. The following key
lemma shows how the distance between two vectors can
change after applying the coupling.

Proof : Let o = max{s 2 i : vs = vi} and /3 = max{s > j :
us = uJ}. Then, by Fact 3.2, v* = v-e,
and u* = U--J.
We consider two cases: i = j and i # j.
If i = j and (Y = p, then it is easy to see that A(v*, u’) =
1. Otherwise, if i = j and cr # /3, then either CY= X and
/3 = X - 1, or (1 = b - 1 and p = 6. In the first case we have
v* = v--ex = u--e& = u*+ex-i-es,
andinthesecondcase
we obtain v* = v-eg-i
= u+ex-ea-es-1
= u*+ex--es-i.
Therefore A(v*,u*)
5 1.
Now let us consider the case i # j. Then we must have
i = X and j = 6. Therefore we obtain v* = v 8 ex =

(i) s1 = s2

6 ifi=X
X ifi=S
i otherwise
It is easy to see that this is a well defined coupling. The
following simple claim will be used to estimate the mixing
time of ?JX

We first pick i E [si] i.u.r. and then set i* =

v-eex=u-eJ=u@e6=u*.

Claim

Thus we have shown so far that A(v*,u*)
5 1 and that
if i # j in the coupling, then v* = u*. To complete the
proof apply the bound above and observe that A(v’, u’) <
Cl
NV*, u’) by Lemma 3.4.
Corollary

W(v”,

5.1 If si = s2 then
A(veei,ueei*)

=

t

implies the following.

4.2 For every v, u E f12, with A(v,

u) = 1).

Let v and u be normalized vectors in G2, that are at
distance 1 apart, i.e., there are 1 < X,6 5 n such that
v = u-t eA - eg. We assume, without loss of generality, that
X < 6. Our aim is to define a coupling (v, u) I-+ (v’, u’) for
all v and u with A(v,u)
= 1 such that EIA(v”,uo)]
< 1
and Pr[A(v“,
uO) # l] 1 i.
Let si = max{k : vh > 0) and s2 = max{k : uk > 0).
We first describe the coupling defining v* = v 8 ei and
such that i is uniformly distributed in [si] and
u* = uee;*,
i’ is uniformly distributed in [s2]. We consider separately
two cases depending on whether si = sz or not.

Lemma 4.1 For every v,u E 0, with A(v,u)
= 1 we have
Moreover, if i # j in the coupling,
NV”, u”) < A(v,u).
then v” = 2.

Lemma 4.1 directly

of

. Choose i E [TZ] at random according to a(v).
0 Set v* =v@ei.
l
Let rs be the value returned by IRS.
0 SetvO=v*@eD(v*,rs)’

Wesetnowv*=v@e;andu*=uGej.
Then we place a new ball using the coupling from Lemma 3.3:
Let @o be the permutation from Definition 3.4 and let rs
be the value returned by IRS. Set v* = v* @ eF(,,,,,) and
Analysis

times

In this section we present a simple scheme that enables a
rough estimation of the recovery times of allocation processes
in scenario B that use right-oriented
functions to allocate
new balls. Our analysis in this section uses the path coupling technique.
Throughout this section we assume that V = (RS, ES, D, D)
is right-oriented.
We consider a Markov chain 9X with state
space R, an d transitions v ti v” defined by the following
randomized procedure, which we call 1~:

Let us first pick a number i E [n] according to the distribution A(v). Now we set j E [n] as follows:
. if i # X then j = i;
. if 1; = X then set j = 6 with probability
k,
,j = i with the remaining probability 1 - 5.

Simple estimations
of recovery
processes in scenario B

0 ifi=X
2 ifi=
1 otherwise

Proof :
We consider three cases depending
i = A, i = 6, or i # X,6.

u) = 1 we have

u”)]il-$.

on whether

. Let i = X and i’ = 6. Notice that 21~ > VX+~ and
either b = n or UJ > ug+i. Therefore v 8 ex = v - ex
and u@es = u--6.
Hence we obtain v8ex
=
(u + e,t - es) - e x =u-eeb=u0es.
.Leti=bandi*=X.
Letcr=min{k:2rk=Vg}and
p = {k : ‘ILL= ZLX}. Then

Now we can apply the Path Coupling Lemma with D =
m and p = 1 - t to obtain the following theorem.
1 For Markov chains ‘9X defined by protocol 1~ we
have QX(E) = [rn ln(m c-l)].

Theorem

ve-26

One can also show (by considering two vectors v(0) =
ei and u(0) with u(O)1 - ~(0)~ 5 1) that under some
natural assumptions concerning the random right-oriented
function ‘D (that are satisfied by ABKU[d] and ADAP(x)), the
bound above is tight up to lower-order terms.
7~1
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=

v - e,

=

(u + ex - ea) - e,

=

(u-eg)+ex+ep--es-e,

=

(u 0 ex) + (ex + eg - es - e,)

6

0 Otherwise, let i = i’ # x,6. Let (Y = min{k : ‘uk = z&}
and ,8 = {k : uk = ‘ILL}. If QI = p, then clearly &(v 8
e,, u (3 e,*) = n(v, u). On the other hand, if cy # p,
theneithera!=Xandp=X-l,orru=6-land,f3=6.
In the first case we have v 8 e; = e - ex = u - eg =
e-ex-l+el-l--es
= (u@ei)+ex-1--es,
andinthe
second case we obtain v 8 ei = (u 8 ei) + ex - eg-1.
This clearly implies that E[A(v
8 e,, u 8 e;*)

8 ei, u 8 eie)] = 1 and

# l] > t.

(ii) s1 # sz

In this case there is s1 = 6 - 1 and ~2 = 6. We first pick
i’ 6 [s2] i.u.r. If i’ # X,b, then we set i = i’. If i* = 6 then
we set i = X. Otherwise i’ = X and we pick i E [sl] i.u.r.
Similarly as in the first case, it is easy to see that this
is a properly defined coupling. We also have the following
claim.
Claim

5.2 If s1 # s2 then

A(v
Proof

0 ifi=Xandi*=b
2 if i’ = X # i and vi = ux
1 1 otherwise
As for .sl = $2, we consider here three cases.

8 ei, u 8 ei*)
:

=

If i = X and i* = 6, then v 8 ei = v - ex = u - e6 =
u 8ei*. Hence A(v eei,ueei*)
= 0.
If i’ = X and i # X, then let us define CY= min{k :
vk = vl} and /3 = {Ic : uk = ui}. In this case we have
vee, = v-e,
= (u-eg)+(ex+ep-e&-e,)
= (ue
ei*)+(ex+eq-eh-ee,).
Hence A(veei,ueei*)
= 2
unless Vi # Ux.
The case i = i’ is the same as the third case considered
for s1 = sg.

Pr[A(v8ez,u8ei*)

=O]

=

l

that

and hence EfA(v

from
(;)-’

[n].

(I.e.,

every

pair

of being chosen.)

: C’,=, zs 5 $}.
0 Set j = max{Z : Cf,=, zs 5 $}.
l

(1 - A,,

8 ei, u 8 e;*)] < 1 and Pr(A(v

Pick #J and $J, C$ < $I, i.u.r.
4, + has the same probability

0 Set i = max{l

;,

8 ei, u 8 ei*) = 21 <_ f

prob-

(i.e., j; corresponds to the vector v = 0).
We model the behavior of the edge orientation problem
by a Markov chain M with state space Q, initial state a,
and transitions x +-+x* defined by the following randomized
procedure:

l

Pr[A(v

in the edge orientation

[+I

0
Now, the claim above implies immediately
1

time

In this section we analyze the recovery time in the edge
orientation problem. One could apply the same approach
as in the proof of Claim 5.3 to show the recovery time
0(n5 log&-‘) for the edge orientation problem. The main
reason for such a high bound is that the maximum distance
between any two states in the edge orientation problem is
O(n2) rather than o(m), as in the processes analyzed in Section 5. In this section we show another proof that uses path
coupling arguments and improves that bound significantly.
We follow first a similar notation as that used in the
previous sections. We can model the process by integer nvectors such that CrEl vZ = 0. We say we are at state v if
21, represents the current difference between the outdegree
and indegree of the ith vertex in the multigraph.
One can
show (see [2, 41) that if we start with the empty graph,
i.e., if we begin at the state v = 0, then the state space
is a subset of {-I&$],
, [&$l}n.
One could define a
Markov chain based on such a representation of the states
of the edge orientation problem, but we prefer to use another
(but equivalent) representation.
We represent each state v
by an integer n-vector x such that Zi = #{j
: vi = [Fli}. That is, ~1 is the number of vertices with the difference
between the outdegree and indegree equal to r-1,
22 with
the difference [q]
- 1, and so on. Let \k be the set of all
states x that are reachable in the edge orientation problem
from the state j; with Z,++,
= n and & = 0 for all i #

0
Pr[A(v

Recovery
lem

l

8 ei, u 8

Pick a bit b i.u.r.
Ifbthenx*=x-ei+ei+l-ej+ej-1;
otherwise x* = x.

Remark
1 We have introduced bit b (which is not used in the
original edge orientation
problem) to ensure that 9JI is ergodic.
It should be clear that the process defined above describes the
edge orientation
problem of Azar et al. [2] that may be slow
down roughly by a factor of two (more formally, with very high
probability,
after O(n) steps the slowdown factor will be 2 f
O(l)).
Let us notice also that one could choose i and j using the
following (equivalent)
procedure:
Pick at random i such that Pr[i = Ic] = + and then pick
ifk#i
n-l
at random j such that Prb = k] =
z
if k = i,
n-1
If i > j then exchange i with j.
4

e;*)#1]>;2‘:.

Thus we have defined the first step of coupling such that
independently of the values s1 and ~2, E[A(v’, u’)] 5 1 and
Pr[A(v*,u*)
# l] > i, where v* = vee, and u* = ueep.
Now we define coupling (v’, u*) I-+ (v”, u”) according to
the coupling described in Lemma 3.3. Let do be the permutation from Definition 3.4. Pick rs, the value returned by lRS.
We define v* = v* @ e-W* ,rs) and u” = u* @ e~(,* ,eD(rs)).
5 A(v*,u*).
Now, by Lemma 3.3 we know that A(v’,u’)
This immediately implies that E[A(v’,
u’)] 5 1 and that
Pr[A(v“,
u’) # l] 2 i. Thus we can apply the Path Coupling Lemma to conclude with the following claim.

I‘

L

Claim 5.3 For Markov chains M defined by protocol 1~ we
have T~I(E) = c3(n m2 In E-l).

We apply the Path Coupling Lemma to the Markov chain
!M for the edge orientation problem. We first describe the
distance metric A(., .) on Q x 9 used in our construction.

We can provide a more complicated analysis, which is
deferred to the full version of the paper, that improves this
bound and shows that em
= 0(m2
(lnp-I))).
We
notice also that one can easily show that em
= 0(n. m),
and that for sufficiently large m also holds rm(f) = n(m”).

Definition
6.1 For every x E V!, let us define G(x) as the set
of all vectors y in 9 for which there is a X, 1 5 X 5 n - 2,
such that x = y + ex - 2ex+l + e~+z.
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To ensure symmetry, let us also define g(x) = e(x) U
(G(x))-‘.
That is, e(x) is the set of all vectors y in !k
for which there is a X, 1 5 X 5 n - 2, such that either
x = y + ex - 2ex+l + ex+2 or x = y - ex + 2ex+l - ex+2.
Definition
6.2 For every x E 9 and k 2 1, let us define
Sk(x) as the set of all vectors y in IE for which there is a X,
1 2 x < n-k-l,
such that x = y+ex-ex+l-ex+k+ex+k+l
and zi = 0 for every X + 1 5 i 5 X + k.
To ensure symmetry, let us also define x(x)
= 3k(x) U
(,jk(x))-‘.
That is, x(x)
is the set of all vectors y in q
for which there is a X, 1 5 X < n - k - 1, such that either
x = y + ex - eA+i - eX+k + eX+k+i and zi = 0 for every
x + 1 5 i 5 i + k, or x = y - ex + eX+t + eX+k - eX+k+l
and yE = 0 for every X + 1 < i 5 i + k.

Proof

6.1 A(., .) is a metric over 9

Claim

x

if y E X(x)
.

9.

The definition of A(,, .) immediately
implies
Proof
:
that all the conditions for being a metric (nonnegativity,
zero-property, symmetry, and triangle inequality) provided
A(x,y)
is well defined (i.e., finite) for every pair x,y E \k.
One can further show that A(x, y) is finite for every x, y E
0
*.
Now we shall define a path coupling (x, y) H (x8, y’)
for 9X with the metric A(., .) defined on 9 x q and with I =
{(x, y) E 9x 9 : either y E F(x) or y E x(x)
for some k E
N}. Thus let us consider a pair (x, y) E I’ such that x =
y + ex - eA+l - eX+k + eX+k+l for some 1 5 X 5 n - k - 1.
Notice that since (x,y) E I, we must have either k = 1 or
xX+1 = ” = xX+k = 0.
Pick C$and $J, 4 < $J, i.u.r. from [n]. Set further
=
=
=
=

max{l:C”-iZs<+},
max{l: C91 2 5 7j) ,
max{l : C9-: ~1 < 4)
max{Z: C’1s-l y s 5 $} :

Xf.

(Observe that we set i and i* such that i = i* unless either
i = X and i* = X + 1, or i = X + k + 1 and i’ = X + k.
Similarly, j and j* are set such that if j # j’ then either
j = X and j* = X + 1, or j = X + k + 1 and j* = X + k.)
Finally, pick bit b i.u.r. and set
l-b
b

b*=
1

ifX=S-2,i=X,j=X+2,i*
otherwise

We define coupling
x*

y*=

t

=j*

Therefore we obtain A(x*, y’) = 0 in cases (5)-(7), A(x*, y’)
< 2 in cases (3)-(4), and A(x*,y*)
5 1 in the remaining
cases. Now one can show that
Pr[A(x*,

y - ep + eif+l
y

- ej + ej-1

- ej* + ejs-1

y*) = o]

Pr(A(x*,y*)=2]

if
if
if
if

=

; + a

=

;-s+L.

=X+1

(x, y) ++ (x*, y*) by setting

x - ei + ei+l
X

=

We consider the following seven cases:

(5) If b = 1, i = i’, j = X+2,andj=X+l,thenx*=y*.
(6) Ifb=l,i=X,i*=X+l,andj=j*,thenx*=y*.
(7) Ifi=X,i*=X+l=j*,j=X+2,thenwehavetwo
possibilities.
l
If b = 1, then y* = y and x* = x - ex + 2ex+i a+2
= y’;
l
If b = 0, then y’ = y + ei - 2ex+i + ex+z = x =

Coupling

1:
j
a.*
.*
3

5 1 - (a)-‘.

(3.1) If ~1 > 0, then we may set z = x* - ex + 2ex+i ex+z, and since y’ =z-ex-l+2ex--ex+l,we
get z E e(x) U??(y), and thus A(x*,y*)
5 2.
(3.2) If Z: = 0 and ~;+i > 0, then we may set z =
x* - ex-1 + 2ex - ex+i, and since y* = z - ex +
2e X+I - eXf2, we obtain z E G(x) U G(y), and
hence A(x*,y*)
5 2.
If
xi
=
r;+i
=
0,
then clearly x* E z(y*),
and
(3.3)
thus A(x*, y’) 5 2.
(4) If b = 1, i = X + 2, i’ = X + 1, and j = j*, then
X* = Y” + ex - ex+l - eX+2 + eA+3. Now, as in case
(3), we consider three subcases:
(4.1) If xi+1 > 0, then for z = x* -ex+i+2ex+2--ex+a
we will havey* = z--ex+2ex+i--ex+z,
and hence
a E z(x) U G(y), and thus A(x*, y’) 5 2.
(4.2) If x:+1 = 0 and x:+2 > 0, then for z = x* ex + 2ex+i - eAf2 we obtain y* = z - eA+i +
2ex+2 - ex+s, and thus z E z(x) U z(y), and
hence A(x*, y*) 5 2.
(4.3) If x;+i = x:+2 = 0, then clearly x* E x(y*),
and thus A(x*,y*)
5 2.

if x = y then A(x, y) = 0,
if y E G(x) then A(x,y) = 1, and
. otherwise

l

otherwise

:

= 1, then E[A(x*,y*)]

(1) If b = 0 and not (i = X,i* = X + 1 = j*,j = X + 2),
then x* = x and y* = y. Hence A(x*,y*)
= 1.
(2) If b = 1, i = i’, and j = j”, then x* = y* + ex 2ex+i + ex+z. Therefore A(x*, y*) = 1.
(3) If b = 1, i = i*, j = X, and j* = X + 1, then x* =
y’ + ex-1 - ex - ex+i + ex+2. Now we consider three
cases:

l

f + min =eBCXj{ A(z, y)}

6.2 If A(x,y)

Lemma

Definition
6.3 For every pair x,y E IE let us define the distance between x and y as follows:

A(x) Y) = min

of the coupling

One can easily verify that this is a properly defined coupling (x, y) t-) (x’, y’). Now we state two key lemmas that
describe the behavior of the distance A(x*,y*)
after applying the coupling. The proofs of these lemmas are quite
simple, though they are rather technical and use the case
analysis.

2 ; + ---!,
n(n - 1)
n(7I - 1)

Therefore
b=l,
b=O,
b* = 1
b* = 0 :

W(x*tu*)l
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= 1-

2~(l+xx+l)

n(n _ 1)

<1
_

2
n(n - 1)

6.3 If A(x, y) = k and y E x(x),

Lemma

I A(x,Y)

then E[A(x*,

y’)]

7 = o(n2 ln n) steps of M the maximum difference between
the outdegree and the indegree in Xto+r will be (?(lnn)
w.h.p. Moreover such a bound will hold in the next n3 steps
w.h.p.
We define now the coupling (Xt,Yt&
of !M for any
Xo, Yo E \E such that in the first 7 = O(n2 In 7~) steps each
of (X,),,,,
(Y,),<, runs independently. Thus we know that
for every t, 7 5 t s,n3, the maximum difference between the
outdegree and the mdegree in each of Xt and Yt is U(lnn)
w.h.p. From now on we shall condition on that event.
This allows us to apply the Path Coupling Lemma for
(Xt,Yt)T<t<VL~
such that there always exists a sequence

- (;)-‘.

Proof :
Since the proof of Lemma 6.3 is similar to the
proof of Lemma 6.2 (and actually, even more technical), a
sketch of the proof is only presented.
Let A(x,y)
= k and y E x(x)
for some k 2 2. We
assume, without loss of generality, that x = y + ex - eA+l eX+k + ex+k+l for some 1 < x 2 n-k - 1, and that 2x+1 =
= XX+k = 0.
Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 6.2, we consider seven
main cases.

Xt=Zo,Zl,...

(1) If b = 0, then clearly A(x*, y’) = A(x, y) = k.
(2) If b = 1, i = i* , and j = j* , then the case analysis shows
that A(x*, y*) 5 A(x, y) = k. Let us notice that
this case is much more complicated that the similar
case in the proof of Lemma 6.2. The main difference
is that if i = X or j = X + k + 1, then must deal
with a nonpleasent situation that y* 6 x(x*).
But in
that case we can alw=either
find a z E 9 such that
z E ??(y*) and z E 3&1(x*),
or find a pair z,u E \k
such that z E ??(y*), u E G(z), and u E 3k-~(x*).
Thus in either case we obtain A(x*,y*)
5 k.
(3)-(4)
If b = 1 and either i = i*,j = X,j* = X + 1, or
i = X + k + l,i* = X + k,j = j*, then A(x*,y*)
<
A(x,y) + 1 = k + 1. Here, similarly as in case (2), we
must pay special attention to the case y* 6 Sk+l(X*).
(5)-(6)
Ifb=landeitheri=i*,j=X+k$-l,j*=X+k,
ori=X,i*=X+l,j=j*,thenA(x*,y*)<A(x,y)1 = k - 1. As above, special care is required for the
Case

Y*

A(x,y)
(1 - &
(y)-l)
obtained from Lemmas 6.2
q
and 6.3 to obtain the required mixing time.
Since it is easy to see that em
Theorem 2 is almost tight.

7

@ 3k+l(X*).

The estimation of the expected value of A(x*, y’) is entirely
q
the same as in the proof of Lemma 6.2.
Since these two lemmas imply that for every pair (x, y) E
r we have E[A(x*, y*)] 5 A(x, y) - (;)-I, we may use the
trivial bound A(x,y)
< n (notice that this bound holds
only for (x,y) E r) to obtain E[A(x*, y*)] I A(x,y)
(l$. (;)-I).
Therefore the Path Coupling Lemma yields
corollary.

Corollary
6.4 For the Markov chain !7Jlfor the edge orientation problem we have em
= 0(n3(Inn + In&-‘)).

We can further improve this bound by using some subtle
technical details of the Path Coupling Lemma.
2 For the Markov chain 3n for the edge orientation
problem we have ~m( i) = O(n2 ln2 n).

Theorem

the bound in
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We only sketch the proof of the theorem. Our main
observation is that if we could provide a better bound for
the distance between any pair of the elements in l?, then we
could immediately improve the bound for the mixing time
of DI.
We proceed in two steps. First we show that independently of the initial distribution
of Xt,, E Q?, after another
Proof

= 0(n”),

We have presented a general framework that can be used to
study recovery times of closed discrete-time dynamic processes.
Although we have assumed that in dynamic processes in
each step a random ball is removed, or the load of a random non-empty bin is decreased, our techniques can be also
applied to processes in which we remove a ball according to
other probability distributions.
In the paper we have focused exclusively on closed systems. Our approach can be also used to study open systems,
i.e. systems in which the number of balls may change in
time. However, in such systems our techniques seem to be
more problem-dependent.
There are two different classes
of processes to which different variants of our method can
be applied. In the first class one requires the number of
balls to be bounded all the time. The approach used in the
paper can be refined to be applicable to such systems. In
the second class we do not assume any upper bound for the
number of balls existing in the system. (For example, start
with 0 balls and repeatedly, with probability
i remove a
random existing ball and with probability
i allocate a new
ball into a random bin.) In such systems we can use the
coupling approach presented in the paper to estimate the
time until the distributions of the process for any given pair
of input states will be almost the same. (E.g., in the example above, we could estimate the time until the process
that starts with 0 balls has almost the same distribution
of balls as the process that starts with m balls arbitrarily
distributed.)
Finally, we defer to the full version analysis of dynamic
processes that, allow relocations of the balls.

(7) Ifb=l,i=X+k+l,i*=X+k,j=X+k+l,and
j’ = X+k, thenx* = y*+ex+l-ex+2-ex+k+ex+k+l.
Therefore we have x:+2 = ‘. = xi+k = 0, and hence
either x* = y* for k = 2, or y* E &-2(x*),
and thus
A(x*,y*)<A(x,y)-2=k-2fork>2.

the following

,Z,-~,Z,=Yt,whereC1,‘A(Zi,Zi+1)=

A(X,,Yt),
(Z,,Zi+l)
E r, and moreover A(Z;,Zi+l)
=
0(lnn) for every 0 < i < T. Given that, we may apply
the Path Coupling Lemma with the bound E[A(x*, y’)] 5
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